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The red short phenomenon present in steel, was studied 
by means of torsion tests at temperatures between 800 and 
1200^0. Cold drawn bars of different compositions of steels 
were tested, and the number of turns to failure and maximum 
twisting torque were plotted versus temperature.
All the steels tested, exhibited to have a certain 
degree of red shortness. By comparing the curves and the 
respective chemical analyses, the detrimental effect of sul- 
phur and lead and the beneficial effect of manganese, was 
established.
Microscopic examinations revealed the intergranular 
nature of the cracks in the red short range. Sulphur and 
oxide distribution were also studied by macroscopic prints. 
The results of the testa were in accordance with the behavior 
predicted by the liquid film theory.
U i
FOREWORD
The problems related to hot shortness have been the 
subject of a large amount of research and discussions. 
Numerous investigators studied them from different ap- 
proaches, and the principles of these phenomena have been 
determined.
It was the purpose of this investigation to add some 
data to that already existent along with the enunciation 
of facts revealed by the study that were not openly dis- 
closed by previous works.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFIMITIOHS OP TERMS USED
For many years the problems related to not workability 
of metals, especially steels, have attracted the attention of 
numerous investigators. In spite of the large amount of re­
search done in the field, several pnenomena are not yet com­
pletely understood.
A. THE PROBLEM
Statement qf problem. in operations like hot roll­
ing or forming, steels are processed in the plastic state at 
elevated temperatures. The higher this temperature of work­
ing, the more plastic the steel ahould become, until It reaches 
a temperature at which a critical condition related to ducti­
lity io present, to such an extent that can lead to breakage 
of the piece under extreme pressure®. The appearance of 
cracks other than those normally expected, such as the ones 
originated during solidification or reheating of the ingot, 
are evidence of this state.
In some oases the original ingot size is regarded as a 
cause of cracks, for oraoks were found to occur more frequent­
ly the leavier the original ingot.^ The formation of the
h. I. Rokolov, '’Surface Defects on Rolling Mill Rolla 
and Heavy Forgings, *' KuaepeoMo-SAafflppyoohtiQe, Froig.vodgtyQ.. 
No. B, 1939, PP» 4 et setj.
a.
duplex Inclusion of (Iti, Pe) S end ‘'glass*', and its deforma-
ytion after rolling and heating has been shown by Baeyertz.
She states that in multiple phase inclusions, the phases may- 
have different plasticities at rolling temperature and deform 
accordingly.
During the last 40 years, alloying elements have been 
added to Bteels in considerable amounts* Most of them have 
not markedly affected hot workability. Sulphur has been con­
sistently blamed as the cause of the mentioned brittleness in 
steel while being hot worked, and in numerous cases oxygen has 
been also laad© responsible for the same effect. However, this
brittle behavior is also reported to bf? present in pure iron
o 3and occurs in Armco iron between o50 and 1100 C.
In other words, either inclusions, impurities or changes 
within the microstrueture, or combinations of them may be 
causes of brittleness of the steel while it is deformed at 
elevated hot working temperatures*
Xroportance of the study. Althougii the effect of several 
factors on the properties of forged steel are well known, the 
best conditions for hot working operation itself are still de- 
termlned by rule-of-thumb.
®M. Baeyertz, Monmetalllo Inclusions Ip Steel, p. 93. 
%a8ton© Ouzzonl, Ol j Acciai fioffluni e Spec la 11. p. 154.
The losses and return of materials from rolling mills and the 
costly and time-oonsuming works trials on new or modified 
steels make any effort to predict the behavior of steels under 
hot working conditions worthwhile.
The still existing discrepancy between reliable ooinlonB 
on some facts related to the problem, leaves room for further 
study of the phenomenon, (of. Chap. II)
The presence of a oritloal temperature in steel, in re­
gards to its ductility in the hot working range, is a fact.
The question arises as to its cause and its relationship to 
the proper maximum processing temperatures.
B. OEPIMITIONS OF TERMS USED
The oritloal brittleness of steels, present at a certain 
hot working temperature in the vicinity of the transforma­
tion temperature Is generally called hot shortness and more 
specifically red shortness.
book)
The followitig definitions are given by the Metals Hand- 
4
hot shortness. Brittleness in metal in the hot 
forming range.
hot workiiny;. Deforming metal plastically at 
such a temperature and rate that strain hardening 
does not occur. The low limit of temperature is 
the recrystallization temperature.
This Investigation is i*elated to a study of hot shortness 
and it becomes necessary to point out a distinction between 
this and other terms eomtlmB used for similar purposes.
'ifetals Handbook, 8th ed«, Vol. 1, 1961
4.
“Hot tearing” refers to a failure on the part of the taetal to 
behave in a ductile fashion while being in the temperature 
ran^pe between the solidus and liquidus.
hot tgiJjE.. A fracture formed in a raetal during 
solidification because of hindered contraction.^
Even though in some cases it has been used to indicate 
hot shortness in general# this term will be left for the prob­
lem faced by foundrymen rather than that presented to the 
forger.
Hot shortness and red shortness could be applied to 
steels Interohangeably; however, while the former has been 
used for metals in general, the latter has been reserved for 
steel only*
leas. Brittleness in steel when itred
is red hot.'
In several cases, cracks produced during solidification
and reheating of ingots were blamed for hot shortness j in
Botm others, "burning’* of the steel was considered z^sponsi -
ble for failures which were actually caused by hot shortness.
The difference should be noted!
Burning of steel has often been consldexH^d the 
cause for this cracking hot shortness even thou^ 
oxides are not present in the grain boundaries.
While burning of the steel la possible and th® path 
of fracture In such cases is Intergranular, distinc­
tion should be made between steel that has been burned 
and that which has been processed at too high a temper-
->ibid.
Metals xlandbook, 7th ed., c 1948.
atur©. In the first case, the damage oocurs during 
the heating cycle and the steel is permanently damaged, 
while the deffects due to processing at too higl-i a 
temperature occur during th© processing operation, al­
though of course the heating has established th® con­
ditions for making those deffects possible.'
The twist test specimens soraetimes used for evaluating 
hot shortness are usually, as in this investigation, reduced 
in section at the center of their length, with different In­
vestigators varying the length and diameter of this portion. 
This part of the specimen will be the one in which twisting 
and failure actually occurs and will be called the "useful" 
section. Consequently, related terms will also take this 
name* "useful" length, "useful" diameter.
c. 1*» Clark and J. Russ, "A Laboratory Evaluation of 
th© Hot-working Charaoterlotios of Metals," Tranaaotlons. 
A.I.M.E., Vol. 167, P. 746.
CHATTER II 
REVIEW OF LITHiATimE
Much has been written in regard to tne problem here 
studied, with different wpproaohes and degrees of exhaustive­
ness. Several investigations have been carried out at this
school during the Last tnree years, in which the existing
1 2  3literature has been disousBed. *
To avoid overlapolng, only the most important articles 
reviewed before will be mentioned here along with a selection 
of wortes gathered by the present investigator.
A. PREVIOUS WORKS
For more tiian a decade, very important works were per­
formed at Harvard University. Working under the direction of 
Ur. A. Sauveur during 1922 and 1923, Ox** C. Lee studied 
the discontinuities presented in the tenacity, hardness, and 
ductility curves by several steels under heating. The most 
significant findings in this work were related to the blue 
heat range.^ The same investigators,^ discovered that when
S. Sehgal, Thesis (T1204), 1939. PP. 3~10
^L. Neumeier, Thesis (T1258), M.S.M., i960, pp. 13-27
Chao, Thesis (T1311), M.8.M., I96I, pp. 10-52 
4Albert Sauveur, "Steel at Elevated Temperatures," 
Tranaoctlona. A.S.S.T., Vol. 27, PP* 410-43
^sauveur, Treatment, pX Iron
and Steel, pp. 124 et seq.
r.
iron or steel undergo their transformation, they become 
critically plastic. By heating a bar of iron or of low car­
bon steel at the center of its length at a temperature exceed' 
ing the point, and then twisting, they found that the 
largest amount of twisting occurs at points equidistant from 
the center and at the temperature of A transformation, and not 
at the hottest point. When heated to the A^ temperature, the 
bar twisted at the center. By 1933* improvements were intro­
duced in the machinery and a number of steels were tested
6under torsion at elevated temperatures. In this ouae, a 
variety of speeds were used within the low speed range (180^ 
per hr. to 3060® per hr.).
When studying steels under tensile tests, a sudden and 
large deorease in the reduction of area, was found to occur 
at the vicinity of 1000® C. aueussler and Castro® found the 
same deviations and irregularities presented by common steels 
in the hot short range, in austenitic steels.
Intergranular brittleness has also been subject of 
9study, but the attributed causes are not always concomitant
®Daniel S. Eppelsheiner, 'fhesis, Harvard University, 1933. 
"^Alfredo Oalasslnl, l<s,ghe Metalliohe t. S l,deruriS!;ia. p. 33.
a »Andre Gueussier an Rene Castro, Relations ontre les
fragilltes a chaud et a froi dans les aoiers austenitiques
du yp© 18-8,” Revue de Hetalluygie. Vol. 55, PP. 107-22.
de Beaulieu, "Etude d*un cas de fragilite inter- 
granule ire du far,” lievae de, IfeMllurgle,, Vol. 53, PP. 493-9.
8.
with the accepted theories of hot shortnesB. Analyses of
interspanular fractures were presented on a study of steels
at elevated temperatures by White et al,,^^ and also by
11Thielioann and Farker.
By quantitative hot workability testa, the effects of
various elements in this property of steels were studied,
12however, a well determined law cannot be stated.
Th© transitory oeriod during not working has been studied
regarding the mloroatructuro of steels. A modification of the
structure was found in such period depending on the temper
13ature and rat© of deformation. A special study on recrystal
lization w d e r  the influence of hot working le also recorded
14by th® same authors.
The drop-blow test has also been used os means of de 
terminlng hot workability of steels. The suitability of the
^^A. E. White, C. L. Clark and R. L. Wilson, "The Rupture 
Strength of Steele at Elevated Temperatures," Transactions. 
A.S.M., Vol. 26. pp. 52-80.
H. Thielemann and E- R. farker, "Fracture of Steels 
at Elevated Temperatures After Prolonged Loading," TPUl® “ 
actions. A.X.M.E., Vol. 133, PP. 539*82.
12Harry K. Ihrig, "Th© Effect of Various Elements on the 
Hot“Workability of Steel," Transactions. A.i.M.E., Vol. I67, 
pp. 749-77.
13C. Rossard and ?. Blain, "Evolution de la structure de 
I ’acier sous I'effect de la deformation plastiqu© a ohaud," 
EtYa.?, 1® imiluggle., Vol. 36, pp. 285-300.
14Rossard and Blain, "Influence d© It defortoation sur la 
reorietallisatlon do I'aoier ferritlque a 23^ Cr apret deforma 
tion plastiqu© a chaud," Revue de Metallurisie. Vol. 37, PP.
173-B.
drop-blow test as compared to the torsion test will be dls-
ouBBOd later. It is generally agreed that the former is not
as complete as the latter, however, a large amount of data
15have been obtained by using this procedure.
A special rolling mill has been built in Sweden with 
which the variations of specific pressure of rolling with 
temperature for different deformations and thlcknessos, was 
determined for several steels*
A study of th® flow of material in different planes per­
pendicular to the rolling direction, spreading of differently 
alloyed steels in a 300 mm small section train and a 950 tom 
blooming train and the influence of deformation temperatures 
between 900®C. and 1100®C. has recently been done in Germany.
Si^ilfleant contributions to the field are due to Rossard 
and Blain. By means of hot torsion teste with different twist­
ing speeds, they studied the deformation of steel under usual 
forging temperatures.^^ The influence of different rates of 
deformation was shown. In these teats, the specimens were 
twisted to several limits in the plastic range, without reach*-
W. Ellis, "Further Experiments on the Forgeability 
of Steel," ttaaiamaasu a .s .s .t ., voi. 21, pp. 673-707.
‘^ ^Gunnar tfsllquist, "BeraWning av valstryok ooh energifor- 
bruicnlng vid varravalsnlng," JemkonMrets Annaler. Vol. 138, 
pp. 3 3 9 -7 2 .
^^Waltsr Grosse and Heinrich Oottwald, "Der Elnfluss von 
Kohlenstoff, Mangan, Chrom, Nickel und Molybdan auf das freie 
Breiten von Stahlen," Stahl upd Eisen. Vol. 79, PP* 866-73.
ig „"’ Rossard and Blain, Premiers resultats de reoherohea 
sur la deformation des aciers a chaud. Hlse au point d'un 
apareillage specialenient etudie," R,evue d^,. % t ellurfl;ie. Vol.
55, pp. 573-94.
10.
ing th© fall\«p© point. The graphio determination of th#
transitory phenomena during hot working of ateelo, was also 
19studied.
The effect of strain rate in metals was the subject of a
recent research carried out by Kattus. He reported that this
20effect becomes greater at elevated temperatures.
Much work has been devoted to the determination of the 
effect of different components in the hot workability of Pe-0 
alloys. There is general agreement on the detrimental effect 
of sulphur and the counter effect of manganese. By using com 
positions low in manganese with different sulphur contents, 
Anderson et al. studied the influence of sulphur by means of 
twist tests
B. THE LIQUID FILM THEORY
Egul-cphesive temperature. The liquid film theory pro­
vides means of explanation of the hot short phenomenon. It 
is based on the concept of equi-cohesive temperature intro­
duced by Jeffries as early as 1917. The original work could 
not be more clear or accurate when defining this concepti
^%ossard and Blain, "Frocede d® determination graphl- 
que des phenomenes transitoires oours de la deformation des 
aoiers a chaud," Revue dp f4etallurgle. Vol. 55, PP« 595"8.
R. Kattus, "The Effects of Strain Rate and Temper­
ature on Metals," Metal Progress. Vol. 80, Ho. 6 Deo. 190I,
pp. 85-9.
21C. T. Anderson, R. W. Kimball and F. R. Cattoir,
"Effect of Various Elements on Hot-Working Characteristics 
and Physical Properties of Fe-c Alloys," Transactions. A.I.M.E., 
Vol. 197, PP. 525 *9.
n .
According to the amorphous cement theory, in moat 
metals the amrphous phase la harder and stronger, that 
Is, more cohesive, than the crystalline phase at room 
temperature or other relatively low temperatures, where­
as at high temperature the reverse la true. Obviously,
If this ia true there roust be sosmi intermediate temper­
ature in any given laetal at which the cohesion of the 
amorphous and crystalline phases is the same. 1 will 
refer tp^this temperature as the "Equi-Cohesive Temper- 
ature.
influence of aulphur. The role played by soma components 
in hot shortness of steel should be reviewed.
Sulphur diffuses into iron preferentially along th© grain 
boundaries. When it enters the iron lattice, it diffuses 
laterally from the gx^ln boundaries but keeps a high concen­
tration in the vicinity of the boundary
By autoradiographic techniques and using radioaotive 
sulphur, the migration of this element in steel has been 
studied, ^ while the olassie a^orographio and micrographlo 
examinations fail to reveal the local variations of the sulphur 
content or satisfactorily resolve the inclusions.
222ay Jeffries, "The Amorphous Metal Hypothesis and Equi- 
Cohesive Temperatures,” OZ MlS. m m m S L  Institute at
Metals. Vol. 11, p. 311.
0. Ainslie, H. E. Hofman and A. U. Seybolt, "Sulfur 
Segregation at Alpha-iron Grain Boundaries I, ’ Acta Metal- 
Vol. 8, pp. 323-7.
G. Ainelie, V. A. Fhlllips and D. Turnbull,
Sulfur Segregation at Alpha-iron Grain Boundaries II," Acta 
Vol. 8, pp. 528-38.
^^A. Kohn, "Etude de la migration du soufre dans leader,"
M x m  4^ voi. 55# p p . 265-74.
12.
It was confirmed that up to 0.007 P®r cent sulphur in 
pure iron is totally soluble in iron, but when carbon is 
introduced, the sulphur appears almost entirely at the grain 
boundaries.
V2hen manganese is present, it separates the sulphur in 
the form of a distinct phase* The precipitates rich in sul­
phur deposit at a lower temperature than that of solidification 
at the grain boundaries or form inclusions. These Indus ions 
in eoiae cases, are disseminated in the metal preferently in 
the interdendrltlc spaces.
According to Sauveur*
The sulphide Pe S exhibits a marked tendency to 
form continuous envelopes or membranes surround­
ing each grain of pearlite...probably consisting 
of a eutectic alloy of iron and iron sulphide 
(the composition of the euteotio is apparently 
Pe S 83 per cent, Pe 15 per cent). These mem™ 
branes being weak and brlttle^gimpart weakness 
and brittlenesa to the steel.®®
This is the case of forming of steel under elevated 
temperatures. The iron Iron sulphide eutectic is reported 
to have a melting point of 950®C. to 1200®C. decreasing the 
strensth of the grain boundaries when those temperatures are 
reached. This is responsible for the appearance of inter­
granular oraoks if deformation exceeds that which the eutectic 
is capable of withstanding, and may oause eventual breakage of 
the pleoe. This oould be overcome by the addition of Mn, to
26Sauveur, i M l  'Sf.m.tmM. dX
im i  ^  p ‘ 90
13.
form M  with a melting point of 1620®C. or more likely 
Fe^&in^S^ which has been reported to have a Belting point 
of 1633®C* In this case the equi-ooheslve temperature is 
raised and the hot workability of the alloy is improved.
The weakening effect and the intergranular cracks have 
been blamed by aoro© Inveatigatore on the less perfectly oo 
ordinated structure of the grain botmdary, but the low melt
ing point of its components was taken into account 2T
The liquid film theory iias been also assorted as the
23cause of hot tearing.
of. tesiassiiiiiaESP.. Much work
has been done towards determination of equi-cohesive temper­
atures but neither the tests nor the rates of deformation have 
been standardized. It must be pointed out that the values of 
equi-cohesive temperaturee are strongly dependant on the rates 
of deformation Imparted to the piece studied. An example of 
this variation is given by Clark and Busot
For example, in 0.15 per cent plain carbon steel 
the location of this temperature under the rates of 
deformation encountered in creep tests (of the order of 
1 percent per 10,000 or 100,000 hr.) is less than 800®P., 
while in the rupture tests and for fracture tlmea of 
1,000 hr. or greater, it is about 900 deg. F. On the 
other hand, under the rates of deformation usually e m ­
ployed in tensile tests, this temperature is of the 
order of 1500 deg.
27'K. T. Aust and B. Chalmers, "Energies and Structure of 
Grain Boundaries," SE. Metal Interfaces. p. 158*
s. Fellini, "strain Theory of Hot Tearing," Fot^ndrv. 
Ho. So, pp. 125-7.
29„Clark and Russ, op. cit., p. 757.
I4.
A ©peoial tensile test with controlled speed gave vaiuea
of 6&0®C. to 750®C. for the equi-cohesive temperature of steel,
but it was BWde clear by the authors that it would change de-
 ^ - 30pending on the rate of deformation.
31Jeffries determined the equi cohesive teraperaturea 
for different metals obtaining th© results shown in Table 1. 
Hair pin testa were used for such determinations In whicn the 
rate of deformation is slow.
The phenomenon of change in elastic limit and hence
ductility of a metal severely worked at different temperatures
32is graphically shown Iri Fig. 1.
Finally, on© more fact should be kept in mind while test 
ing e metal under tension. The cross section of the test piece 
is smaller than the area presented by the grain boundaries. 
Therefore, Intercryatalline fracture will be present when the 
temperature io such that the cohesion of an area of the a- 
morphous phase equal to the area of fracture along grain 
boundaries is less than the cohesion of an area of the crystal­
line material equal to the cross section of the test piece.
Tarahankar, J. flateau and C. Crussard, "Etude de la 
deformation plastique a chaud d'un fer doux et d'une austenite  
eatable au nickel chrome, Revpe de MetaHurdle. Vol. 35, PP. 
333 “400.
31Jeffries J. op. cit.
2^Joffries, "Effect of Temperature, Deformation and Grain 
Sis© on the Pfeohanical Properties of Metals, ' Transactions. 
A.i.M.E., Vol. 60, p. 530.
15.
TABLE I
EQUI-COHESIVE TEMPERATURES DETERMINED BY 
JEFFRIES BY MEANS OF HAIR PIN TESTS
Metal Diaoieter Equi-cohesive temperature
In. deg. C.
iron .007 550 - 600
Tungsten .007 1350
Silver .0075 250 • 275
Gold • 0(B5 275 • 300
Platintua .0075 525 - 550
16.




lOrsion tests at elevated temperature® were performed 
in this investigation to evaluate and compare hot working 
characteristics of several steels. This has been considered 
more suitable than the other types of test sometimes used for 
the same purpose. To show adequate reasons for this selection, 
a brief analysis of the most used methods other than the twist 
test is given here.
There have been several tests at elevated temperatures 
tried in previous investigations for laboratory evaluation 
of hot workability of steels. Bend teata were used. In which 
the samples were subjected to bending back and forth over the 
sharp end of an anvil or in other cases, bent in one direction 
to a certain deterroincd degree.
A number of tensile tests have also been used. Some of 
tnem under impact loading, some others with a controlled rate 
of deformation. Tension, temperature and reduction of area 
were variables measured in these testa.
In a report of work on hot "hardness of high speed steels.
Harder and Grove propose the mutual Indentation method of 
determining the hardness of metals as developed by Cowdrey2
‘^’Oacar E. Harder and H. A. Grove, "Hot-Hardness of High- 
Speed Steels and Related Alloys," Transactions. A.I.M.E., 
Vol. 105, P. 123.
I. H. Cowdrey, "Hardness by Mutual Indentation," 
A.S.T.M., Vol. 30, pp. 559-70.
2
18.
as a means of determining the suitability of roterlala for
service at elevated temperaturee and in aeleoting hot-work
ing temperatures for metals and alloys. In this test, two
cylinders of the nyatorial to be tested are placed parallel
and subjected to a predetermined load for 30 sec. By raeasur*-
ing the area of the flattened or Indented atirface, the cylinder
hardness was determined. Tests with spherical indentation were
used in other investigations. Hardness can be measured at
elevated temperatures with th® some accuracy as it can at
3room temperature.
Drop forging tests were widely used. Obviously, this 
test provides conditions more similar to those of hot working 
than the methods mentioned above. Two different procedures 
characterize the types of blow test used. In one case, speci­
mens were reduced by several blows to a predeteipnined percent 
age of its original height. In the other type, a single blow 
was imparted to the sample with the amount of energy of the 
blow remaining constant for each sample studied.
These methods are not accurate determinations of hot 
working oharaoterlstlcs. In th® bend and drop tests, the 
experiment is performed outside of the heating furnace* In­
evitable heat losses preclude an accurate recording of the 
actual working temperatures, iiardness and tensile tests do 
not Impart the type of stresses to which th® steel would be
%rederlk P. Bens, "Hardness Testing of Metals and Alloys 
at Elevated Temperatures," Transactions. A.S.M., Vol. 38, 
pp. 303-16.
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subjected dui'lng not rolling or forming. Measurements of 
energy are also difficult in some of these teata.
The hot torsion tests is generally accepted as the most 
appropriate for evaluation of hot working oharacteristiCB.
One reason for using this test is the simplicity of the appa­
ratus. By means of a d.c. motor or a gear transmission the 
rate of deformation can be varied and controlled. Sine© the 
specimen la subjected to torsion, the predominating strosaos 
aira in shear.
The strops distribution over the section of a teat pleoe
subjected to torsion and tension is of the form shown in Fig.
42, the tensile stress being a maximum at the center where 
the shearing stress Is zero. Since the value of the tensile 
stress la at a minimum at the outside of the specimen, there 
may be a transverse flow effect, but it is not likely to oause 
premature failure.
Numerous machines have been used for torsion teats at 
elevated temperatures, all of them baaed on the same principle 
with differences only In the recording mechanisms or speed re­
duction systems. A very modem device was built at the XBSXD 
(Ihstltut de Rocherohes d© la Slderurgle), Fig. 3* It is capa­
ble of developing speeds of 0.1 to 1,000 r.p.m., it has an 
electromagnetic clutch that can stop the test almost Inatantane 
ously and oould run time controlled tests to a minimum of 0.1 
sec. Torques are measured In a range of 0.07 to 70 kg.om*
'A. Nadal, p. 216.
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Fig, 2 - Flaatio atreas diatributlon in solid 
cylinder under combined torsion and 
tension.
dl.
Fig* 3 - Torsion test mohlne built at 
the IRBIO.
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Roaaard and who designed tiiio torsion test machine,
used a very ingeneous method for res^strating measurements also
6found in other Inveatlgatlons perfomsed in France. By placing 
together a chronograph, a turn counter and a torque indicator 
in front of a movie camera, almost every Instant of the tost 
is recorded in the film.
t\. Sx^ ECIMEMS
Desicffi. The size and shape of the spoclraena for hot tor­
sion tests have not yet been standardized, and they usually vary
from one investigator to another. Anderson et al.,^ Ihrig,®
9and Clark and Euss used cylindrical bars without any reduced 
section, the sice varied from 3/8 In. to 3/8 in. in diameter. 
Several Investigators used specimens with a reduced section. 
Sauveur selected bars of 1/2 in. in diameter with a useful 
section of 1/4 in. in d i a m e t e r . H u g h e s  had 1| in. use­
ful length with a diameter of 3/8 in. in a 9/16 in. diameter 
bar. Chao used a 3/8 to 3/4 in. diaroeter bar with a total
Rossard and Blain, "Premiers resultats de r e o h e r o h e a ”
^M. Very, "Etude de la forgeabllite de 1‘aoier," Ciroul,- 
l a s M a s m #  . Centre de documentation 
siderurgique, Vol. 12, pp. /83-dOO.
T.Anderson, Kimball and Cattoir, op. cit.
^Ihrig, op. cit.
%larlc and Buss, op. cit.
^%auveur, "Steel at Elevated Temperatures."
E. It. HuglieB, "The Hot-Toi^ion Test for Assessing 
Hot-Working Praiserties of Steels," Journal of the Iron and 
Steel Institute. Vol. 170, pp. 2 1 4 - 2 0 . ^ ^
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length of 17 to 19 in. and a 40 mm long useful section of 10 
12mm diameter. Roasard and Blain used a 12 mm diameter bar 
with a length of 336 mm and a 50 mm useful length and 6 mm 
useful diameter. A design similar to the last one was adopted 
for this Investigation, and It is shown in Figs. 4 to 6.
Tne use of cylindrical bar without a reduced section is 
seriously objectionable. The heat transfer along the bar orlgl 
nates differences In temperature from one point to another, 
even in the portion that is inside the furnace. Thus, pre­
ferential zones of twisting will exist and the actual length 
that undergoes deformation could not be preolsely determined.
By the use of a reduced section, this effect Is minimised.
The useful section Is placed In the center of the furnace and 
a considerable length of the large diameter portion of the bar 
is also inside of the heating device.
The selected design was found to have advantages over 
the others mentioned of the same type, because having a larger 
useful length with a smaller diameter the number of twists to 
failure will be larger and greater accuracy of measurement can 
be aocomplished.
Composition. Five different commercial steels were 
selected for the tests, with compositions from which a differ- 
ent behavior in the red shortness range would be expected.
These steels are described in Table II.
12Chao, op. cit




Fig. 5 - 8p©oiw®n» for th© twist tests.




>t«el AXSI C m F s
w C 1113 MX 0.10 - 0.16 1.00 1.30 0.040 majL. 0.24 - 0.33
0 c 1213 0.13 max. 0.70 - 1.00 0.07 0.12 0.24 - 0.33
3 *c 12 L 14 0.13 s& x « 0.30 1.20 0.04 - 0.09 0.25 0.33
0 c l U T 0.14 - 0.20 1.00 - 1.30 0.040 max. 0.03 - 0.13
Y c 1018 0.15 0.20 0.60 ~ 0.90 0.040 max. 0.050 max.
Otaer
0.35 i'b
re la  I aai Ledloy 3 JO
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ftost of the speoiraans belonged to the free maohinlng 
type, SOBS® were rephoaphorlzed and reeulphurlzed. lead has 
been added to one of them In an amount of 0.13 to 0*35 per 
cent in order to Improve raachlnability. The Mn/s relation 
varied from 3 to 13 end P has been kept under 0.04 per cent 
in aome compositions, but is close to 0.1 per cent In those 
of the rephosphoriaed type.
Micrographs "as received" are shown in Figs. 7 to 10. 
Samples were all cold drawn bare of | in. diameter from which 
the specimens were cut and machined to the seleoted design.
B. APPARATUS
A bench type Tlnius Olsen torsion testing machine was 
used. Samples to be twisted are held between a loading and a 
weighing Jaw, the distance between Jaws being adjustable. A 
load indicator placed on the weighing head shows the torque 
resistance of the sample directly in inch pounds. This torque 
indicator, designed to measure maximum torque during testing, 
was modified for the purpose of this investigation. By making 
some adjustments in the meohanism of the indicator and adding 
a second pointer to the scale. Instantaneous and maximum tor­
ques were both measured. This provided means of readily de­
termining the failure of the sample*
A smtor provides a single speed of 180 deg. per min. and 
rotation can be read <m the loading head in degisaes or by means 
of a turn counter in 0.01 turn. The machine with the addition 
of the heating fui^ace is shown In Fig. 11.
2d.
Fig. 7 " Steel W, tranaverse seotlonj 
409 x; 31^  Nitai,
■" ,H;:' • ■,V ^  v%:k " %
'■:'~V‘* ' .-1„ , .....,,,:,!
K  ,■^1^ ;/- ~^«, 4f,'>^  ,;t;^.'-,’U-.:*', .: 
X' -U s. /.’■•i^ ”'^ ■•' ?■«**'“ w ^ ■ " *
Fig. 8 - Steel 0, transvero© section} 
400 xj 3^ Mitel.
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 ^/*s,
"■\-'^'v_  ^u^i' J ’Ji?r ■ ” ' ■
Fig. 9 - Steel 0, transverse seotion} 
400 xi 3% Mltal.
Fig. 10 - Steel B, transverse seotloni 
400 xi 3^ Nital.
30.
Fig. 11 - The tonloQ test aaehii^  during Dperatltm.
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A Kanthal tube type furnace wae used as a heating unit*
It was placed on a table especially built to allow It to slide 
back and forth, and transversally during placing and removal 
of th® epecimene, and to allow alignment with the axle of 
rotation of the torsion machine. The furnace has a built-in 
thermocouple with a temperature indicator, a signal lamp, and 
an energy regulator. This last device provides tMtans of regu­
lating temperature by automatically opening and closing a re­
lay in the furnace circuit at proper time intervals. The heat­
ing chamber dimensions are* 2 3/4 in. in diameter and 7 7/8 in. 
long. A protecting tube was placed and another thermocouple 
was used to indicate the temperatures in a point close to the 
useful section of the bars tested. This temperature was re­
corded by means of a Bristol llynamaster potontiometer. The 
whole set-up is ahoxn in Fig. 12.
C. PROCEDURE
Ihe specimen was placed in the furnace from the weighing 
side of the machine and clamped in the loading head. The fur­
nace openings were closed with asbestos to reduce oxidation 
of the eample. The weighing head wae then brought into po­
sition, but the piece was left undamped so that free expan­
sion during heating would be allowed.
The specimens were soaked for 20 to 30 min. at the intend' 
ed temperature of the test to attain a uniform temperature and 
to eliminate the influence of previous work to which they had 
been subjected* The temperature of the furnace was controlled
32^
Fig, 12 - Set-up for tests.
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at a point close to the heating elements by the built-in 
thermocouple and measured in a zone close to the center of 
the useful seotion of the specimen by the potentloiaemeter.
When the specimen was ready it was clamped in the weigh­
ing head, the load scale was adjusted to zero and the torsion 
was started for a few degrees by hand operation and then the 
motor started*
The end of the test was indicated by the torque scale, 
when the pointer indicating actual torque returned to zero. 
The machine was stopped and the number of twists and maximum 





The teats were conducted at temperatures between 
300®C. and 1200®C. The results obtained are summarized in 
Table III in which temperature, maximum torque and the 
number of turns to failure are recorded. Some specimens 
failed at the neck of the useful section. Such values 
were not taken into account for the evaluation.
The temperatures given are those obtained with a thermo­
couple near the center of the useful section. Since an ap­
preciable length of the large diameter portion of each end 
of the specimen was inside the furnace, it is assumed that 
no temperature gradient existed over the length of the tise 
ful section.
Oxidation occured during the tests and its influence 
was regarded as a possible source of error in the results. 
Since the shear stress imparted to the piece was at a maxi­
mum at the surface and zero at the center, the embrittlement 
of the outer layers by oxidation, and the consequent deorease 
of the actual twisting diameter, could oause error in the 
test values. For that reason, teats were run in which 
different amounts of oxidation were imparted. By leaving 
openings in the furnace and increasing the soaking times, a 
greater oxidation was attained. To minimize the oxidising
35.
TABLE III
W I S T  TEST RESULTS
Soeclmen Twisting Temperature de g• C •
Maximum Torque 
inch -lb.
No. of twists 
to failure
B-30 303 12 10
B-90 915 13 3,5a -100 995 12 6.5B-llO 1125 7.5 8B-120 1175 6.5 9
0-30 313 21 14.5
a -90 910 12.5 18
0-100 995 10 14.5
0-110 1075 7 18
0-120 1175 5 19.5
0-30 315 14 18
0-90 915 12.5 11
0-100 990 12 11
0-110 1085 ? 20.5
0-120 Il60 5 15
W-80 310 15 11
W-90 908 17 10.5W-100 930 12 11
W-110 1030 8 17
W-120 1170 7.5 23
Y-30 310 18 23.5
Y-90 915 11 22
Y-lOO 1015 7 21
Y-liO 1030 6 24
Y-120 1125 5.5 25
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effect, teste were run in the presence of a reducing agent 
(graphite) following a technique that is ixeed in some heat 
treatments of steel. The difference obtained in torque 
values and number of twists to failure were very small and 
inconsistent. From this it was concluded that the oxidation 
to which the samples were subjected by following the procedure 
explained In Chap. Ill, was not leading to incorrect results. 
Bpeolmens showing differences in oxidation are exhibited In 
Fig- 13. Typical samples of tests run at temperatures between 
900®C. and 1200®C. are shown in Figs. 14 to 17*
Prom th© data obtained, curves were plotted for each 
steel examined. The number of twists to failure and the 
maximum torque versus the twisting temperatures are shown In 
the graphs. Pigs. l3 to 22.
All the steels studied pz*esented red shortness to a cer­
tain extent. The most definite range of brittleness was 
showed by steels 0 and B. The former showed a large deorease 
in the number of turns to failure in the rang© between 900®C. 
and 1000®C. Steel B did not present such a distinct deorease 
in the n\«nb®r of turns to failure as steel 0, but the phe­
nomenon was present for a much wider range of temperature.
Even the number of twists at 1200®C. was lees than th® necea ~ 
sary to produce failure at 800®C.
According to Clark and Russ,^ for th® rate of deforma­
tion involved in the particular twist test, the temperature of
Clark and Russ, op. cit.
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Pig# 13 “ Different degrees of oxidationshown by speoimons tested at 800®C.
38.
Pig. 14 - Steels Q, y and W tested neap 900®C.
' ^ r v ■  "
Fig* 15 Steels V, B and W tested near 1000 0.
39.
Pig. 16 - Steels a, B and 0 tested near 1100®C.
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maximum twists is th© equi-cohesive teraperature of th© steel 
under teat. In this case, nrast of the steels studied decreased 
the twists to failure above the first temperature (800®C.), and 
only one case shows a maximuia around 900®C. This is possible 
due to low speeds used in th© test. (of. Chap, il)
The Influence of the rate of deformation in the values 
of equi-cohesive temperature and results of elevated temper­
ature tests is great and it must always be considered when 
comparing the results of different Investigations. By com­
paring a large number of tensile teste under high temperatures, 
Kattus found that more than 30 per cent increase in strength 
occured in 65 per cent of the specimens and that 45 per cent 
presented an increase in strength exceeding 100 per cent when
strain rate was increased from 0.00003 to 1.0 in. per in. per 
2sec •
In most of the tests, the torque values decreased with 
an increase in temperature, following similar curves.
Microscopic examinations. All the types of steel studied 
were examined under the microscope. Micrographs were taken 
from some of the specimens.
Inclusions were shown in the grains and along the grain 
boundaries. The tendency of Pe S to form envelopes surround­
ing the grains of pearlito was shown tinder high magnifications 
and was also observed in several ferritic grain boundaries*
R. Kattus, "Effect of Holding Time and Strain Rate 
on the Tensile ihcopertles of Structural Metals," Suroposloro on
ot nf* 105 ©t aeq .
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Micrographs of steel B worked under 1000®C. are shown 
in Fig. 23 and 34. Both were taken along the axis of the 
bar In the portion of large diameter, close to the useful 
section. The first one showed that reorystallization of 
ferrite was completely attained} however, the pearlite grains 
still showed a preferred orientation along the axis, due to 
the severe banding in the cold work received before.
A transverse seotion at 6 m j  from th© plane of failure 
was taken for a steel W worked at 800®C., Pigs. 25 and 26.
Some examples of inclusions, with a clear dove or gray 
color, were shown while several of them were yellowish tinted 
indicating that there, the MnS is not free from a certain a - 
mount of FeS. The influence of the severe shear stresses is 
also noticed in the microstruoture.
In Figs. 27 and 28 longitudinal section of a specimen 
are shown under 100 x and 400 x magnlfioations. These were 
taken in the useful section of the bar and no trace of the 
previous oo3d work was left.
A typical intergranular crack is shown in Fig. 29.
Most of the cracks found in the specimens started in the out­
side, where the deformation is more severe, but a few Internal 
cracks also occured. The oraoks were found to be in planes 
perpendicular to the axis, whloii was expected from the type of 
work to which tlie steels were subjected. The intergranular 
nature of the crack is readily shown by the mentioned micro­
graph. In the cas© of the internal crack also shown In it, 
the presence of an inclusion along part of its edges Is notice’
4 7.
Pig# 23 * Specimen B-XOO, longitudinal aeotlonj 
100 X} 3^ Nltal.
Fig. 24 - Specimen B-lOO, longitudinel seotion 1 
400 xf 3|l Hital.
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Pig. 23 - Specimen W-80, transverse seotion at 6 m  from the plane of faiXurej 100 xj 
3^  ^Hital.
Fig. 26 - Spsolaien W-30, transverse section at 6 mm from the plane of failures 400 xs 
5^  Hital.
4 9.
Fig. 27 - Specimen Y-30| longitudinal section} 
400 X} 3^ Hital.
Fig. 2d - Specimen 7*30} longitudinal seotioni 
400 Xj 3^ Hital.
50.
Pig. 29 - Typical Intergranular crack, speclnen 




MaoroaoQPic examinations. The steels were also examined 
after testing, by inaorographio techniques.
Sulphur prints were made on longitudinal and transverse 
sections of the specimens as shown in Pigs. 30 and 31-
The distribution of sulphides was even and no areas of 
concentration of such constituent was revealed by the prints. 
Th© appearance of certain white spots in the prints does not 
indicate th® absence of sulphide in those zones. The incon­
sistency of their location in a large group of prints made 
for the same specimen indicated so. They were originated by 
failure of good contact between the surface of the metal and 
the paper due to low pressures applied. When printing on 
glossy type paper, greater pressures lead to a dark tinted 
print with lack of resolution. Thus, evenness of the print 
must be sacrlfied to obtain more revealing details. The pro­
cedure followed is explained in the appendix.
Oxide prints were done following a method based on that
3proposed by Hieener. The depth of oxidation of the speol- 
mens after testing was shown by these prints. In Fig. 32, a 
thin layer of oxide covering the surface of the steel Is re­
vealed*
^P. Newirth# H. Mitsohe and H* Oienbauer, "Anwendbar- 
keit des Oxydabdruokverfahrens nach M. Hiesner," Arch 
Eieenhutmv., Vol. 13.
52.
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Pig. 30 - Specinran 0-8D j sulphur print; 
longitudinal section.
Pig. 31 - SpeciTOn W-80} sulphur print; 
transverse seotion.




The red shortness phenomena have been studied by means 
of a torsion test at elevated temperatures. Several oommer- 
Dial steels were studied Including structural steel (lOlB), 
rephosphorized and reaulphurized, and lead bearing. Th© 
presence of lead, which according to the results is lisportant 
to red shortness of a steel, can be originated by two reasons:
(1) Additions with the purpose of improving roachlnablllty and
(2) when lead treatment is used for copper removal.
Due to the impossibility of removing copper under the 
reducing conditions of the blast fuimace or the oxidizing 
influence of the open hearth or beasemer processes, lead
CHAFTSi V
treatments have been tried. 1,2 By using this method, copper
is removed more or less effectively but a trace of lead re-
3mains in the steel* The balance is shown in Table I¥.
Since this procedure is not commonly tuied, it can be oon- 
sidered that the additions to improve machinability are the 
main sources of lead in steel.
^Orkla Qrube - Artlebolag, British Patent Mo. 239,768.
^y. Ogawa, Japanese Patent Mo. 1950-16.
% .  c. Langenberg and F« W. Mndsay, ‘’Removal of Copper 
from Iron copper-carbon Alloys," Transactions. A.I.M.E., Vol. 
200, pp. 967 et aeq.
TABLE IV













1 0.67 3.36 0.26 4.31 0.052 1,13
2 0.37 3.54 O.OS 4.31 0.017 2.263 0.17 - 0.05 4.09 0.010 2.096 0.21 2.76 o.or 3.73 0,035 1.66
9 0.42 2.36 0.12 4.56 0.024 1.6710 7.17 2.27 1.36 4.21 0.017 1.53









The presence of oxygen has been considered a oause of red- 
shortness. However, for many years the determination of oxy 
gen in steel has been difficult. It was found that it is 
detrimental when present in amounts over 0*10 per cent, but 
no effect was recorded when sulphtir content of the same steels 
was kept under 0.01 per cent.^
Ciirves were drawn with the values obtained from the 
tests, showing th© variations of torque and number of twists 
to failure with th© temperature.
Wlcroscopic examinations revealed intergranular frac­
tures and macroscopic prints dlsoloaed an even distribution 
of aulphur. A thin oxide layer covering the specimen was 
shown by oxide printing.
B. CONCLUSIONS
Red shortness was found to be present to a certain de­
gree, In each one of the steels studied. The results of the 
tests Illustrate the typical influence that sulphur and 
sian&anese are expected to exert on th© steel. The lowest 
valiMts in the number of twists to failure were present in 
those steels that were resulphurixed and lead bearing, which 
presented the lowest values of Mn3 ratio.
J. R* Cain, "A Critical Study of the I^edebur Method 
for Determining Oxygen la Iron and Steel." Bureau of Stand- 
ards. Technologic Paper No. 118. —
*^Caln, "Influence of Sulphur, Oxygen, Copper and Manga* 
nese on the Red Shortness of Iron," Bureau of Standards. 
Technologic Paper No. 26l.
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The high affinity of Mn and S ie well known and 
theoretically would be cnou^ to have a Mn (atomic weight 55) 
content of about the double of 8 (atomic weight 32) to form 
MnS and ©llminate completely the FeS. This does not hold 
true in practice# and even when the Mn/S ratio is found to 
be higher than 2, the existence of FeS is not eliminated.
This sulphide will remain, fonolng a solid solution with th© 
manganese sulphide. The detrimental effect on the hot short 
behavior of steels attributed to oxygen is due to the fact 
that Mti would b® oxidized, reducing its preventive effect 
when sulphur Is present in high values.
Lead reduces the hot workability of steel when present 
in sufficient amount. Its detrimental effect la additional 
confirmation of the liquid film theory. Lead and iron are 
insoluble in the liquid and in the solid state. Even though 
it is not seen by microscopic examination unless very high 
magnifications are used, it should be located along with 
other Impurities at the grain boundaries. Because of its 
location, its low melting point affects th® values of the 
equi-cohesive temperatures.
When using the torsion test to determine hot working 
oharaoteristios, the rate of deformation should be considered 
a variable of the same level of importance as the temperature.
Finally, th® determination of a peak in the curves of 
twists to failure and the beginning of the red short range 
give the indication of the maximum temperature to which that 
steel can be worked. This does not mean that the steel should
57.
invariably be worked at the highest poasible temperature 
at which it will present m r e  plasticity, for the final 
temperature of worlcing should be taken into account. If 
the hot working is finished at too high a temperature, a 
ooarae grained final structure will be obtained in the prod­
uct.
38.
SUOOESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Th© iraporbanoo of th© rate of deformation in the 
reanlt® of the tests makes it necessary to try different 
twisting speeds. However, these speeds, as well as other 
procedures that could bring varlancea should be standardized, 
standardization of th© teat la th© first step to provide th© 
possibility of eompariaon and correlation between different 
investigations* The size of the apeoimens as well as the 
furnace atomspheres should also be considered when proposing 
the standardization.
The additional information obtained from other tests, 
such as tensile or drop blow tests, would provide data which 
could be usefully considered vihen evaluating hot workability.
Further study of th® constitution and properties of the 
grain boundaries would lead to a better understanding of the 
red short phenomena. As it has been said, their influence 
is prominent In th© appearance of red shortness.
By using isotopic sulphur, its distribution can be 
studied by autoradiographic methods, but not only this element 
should be considered when studying th® grain boundaries.
AFFENDIX
MACROSCOnC m U iflH O  TBGHlfXttlES
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The surface to be studied was ground on emery paper to 
600 grit, and then washed thoroughly with soap solution, 
rinsed with methyl alcohol, and dried under warm air blast.
Contact printing paper was soaked in a 2 per cent 
aqueous solution of sulphuric acid for about 4 rain. After 
soaking, the paper was placed on a flat surface with 0 
paper towel underneath to secure a better contact with the 
metal. Excess of solution on the paper was removed by pass­
ing a squeegee roller.
The specimen was then placed in oontaot with the e- 
raulslon for I min. applying a moderate pressure. The sul­
phide regions of the steel will react with the sulphuric 
acid produing hydrogen sulphide gas. The gas reacts with 
the silver bromide in the emulsion, depositing silver sul­
phide. This gives a brown coloring to the paper in the 
zones where the Iron and manganese sulphides are present.
The equations of the reactions are:
FeSOij ^FeS -V- HgSOij
HgS i- 2 AgBr -f- 2 H Br (2)
Manganese sulphide reacts in the same way as Iron 
sulphide in eq. (1).
After removal of the specimen, the paper was washed 
In running water and then fixed permanently in F -5 photo­
graphic fixing solution for abotit 15 min. and finally washed 
in water for about 1 hour.
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Although the entire process can be carried out in day 
light, it is better to avoid exposing the paper to light for 
a prolonged period, whioh can lead to a sli^t yellow color­
ing of the white emulsion.
A toodification of Nleaner's method was used for oxide 
prints•
The photographic paper was first soaked in a It20 aqueous 
solution of hydrooloric acid. After removed from it, the 
paper was treated in the same manner as in the sulphide 
printing and placed in contact with the surface which was 
ground to a fineness of a 600 grit, emery paper. After 1 
min. of contact under moderate pressure, the paper was washed 
and developed in a solution containing 20g. of potassium 
ferrioyenide for about 3 min. A 10 min. wash in running water 
followed the development and then the print wae fixed in F-5 
fixing solution and finally washed for 30 min.
In both caaee, sulphide or oxide prints, the specimens 
were repoliahed after one or two prints.
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